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With the Blood Mysteries, we have an opportunity to heal any shame around our              

bodies, sexuality, and menstruation through working directly with ‘our blood’ and recognizing the story              

that needs to be consciously rewritten to give yourself the rite of passage you deserve. 

 

Your blood holds power to alchemize and transmute any old beliefs into a story of               

honoring and recognizing your feminine power and Temple Body as sacred.  

 
 
 

 



 

 

Reclaim and ReWrite the Story of Your First Blood Practice  
 

Rewrite the Story of Your First Blood. What do you wish you received and could potentially offer as 

wisdom and a rite of passage to other young women? Connect to your inner Crone, and offer wisdom 

that you wish you had received to your inner Maiden.  

 

With a journal, create a sacred space and go back to the time of your first blood. Write your new story as 

though it actually happened and experience an ultimate celebration.  

 

 
You are invited to reflect on the following questions in the process:  

❖ What happened when your first blood arrived? 

❖ How did you desire your body, blood, and budding sexuality to be celebrated by yourself and 

those around you?  

❖ Imagine how your family and community honored this rite of passage. What nourishing support 

did you receive?  

❖ What feelings, words, and beliefs were alive for you as you became a woman?  

❖ What would you tell your yoni and womb? What would your yoni and womb tell you?  

❖ How did this rite of passage create a positive relationship with your body and sexuality? 

 

 

Phoenix shares that in many traditions, a girl’s first blood and moon is when she would listen to and 

receive insight into her soul purpose...  

 

 

What did you receive from the earth around your soul purpose?  
 

 

If you are inspired, offer yourself the Moon Maiden Ceremony and Rite of passage that you wish you 

had received.  Offer your Maiden gifts, a symbol, a place on the altar. After experiencing this ceremony 

reflect on your feelings and what was transmuted.  
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